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P21S HIGH PERFORMANCE WHEEL CLEANER - PUMP SPRAY KIT 500 ml Bottle with Pump Spray &amp; Sponge - The original High Performance formula is a pH
controlled, acid free, water based detergent solution that will not damage expensive painted, clear
coated, polished or anodized wheels. Highly effective against all types of dirt and brake dust. Spray
on a dry, cool wheel, gently sponge to remove any drips or runs, allow to clean for a few minutes and
then rinse all traces off with water. Extra dirty wheels may need gentle scrubbing with a soft wheel
brush or Blu-Velvet Microfiber Wheel Scrubber Pad prior to rinsing. Do not use any wheel cleaner in
the direct sun or on a hot wheel. The kit contains a 500 ml bottle, spray head, sponge and an
instruction booklet. The only wheel cleaner recommended by Germany's top sports and luxury car
manufacturers. (Our favorite wheel cleaner for normal accumulations of brake dust.)

10401 P21S High Performance Wheel Cleaner - Pump Spray Kit

P21S HIGH PERFORMANCE WHEEL CLEANER - 1 LITER REFILL -

1
Liter Bottle - The original High Performance formula is a pH controlled, acid free, water based
detergent solution that will not damage expensive painted, clear coated, polished or anodized
wheels. Highly effective against all types of dirt and brake dust. Spray on a dry, cool wheel, gently
sponge to remove any drips or runs, allow to clean for a few minutes and then rinse all traces off with
water. Extra dirty wheels may need gentle scrubbing with a soft wheel brush or Blu-Velvet Microfiber
Wheel Scrubber Pad prior to rinsing. Do not use any wheel cleaner in the direct sun or on a hot
wheel. The only wheel cleaner recommended by Germany's top sports and luxury car manufacturers.
The spray head from the kit will fit the 1 liter bottle. (Our favorite wheel cleaner for normal
accumulations of brake dust.)

10402 P21S High Performance Wheel Cleaner - 1 Liter Refill

P21S HIGH PERFORMANCE WHEEL CLEANER - 5 LITER REFILL -

5
Liter Jug - The original High Performance formula is a pH controlled, acid free, water based detergent
solution that will not damage expensive painted, clear coated, polished or anodized wheels. Highly
effective against all types of dirt and brake dust. Spray on a dry, cool wheel, gently sponge to remove
any drips or runs, allow to clean for a few minutes and then rinse all traces off with water. Extra dirty
wheels may need gentle scrubbing with a soft wheel brush or Blu-Velvet Microfiber Wheel Scrubber
Pad prior to rinsing. Do not use any wheel cleaner in the direct sun or on a hot wheel. The only wheel
cleaner recommended by Germany's top sports and luxury car manufacturers. The P21S Remote
Spray Hose will allow you to place the 5 liter container in the middle of the car and reach both wheels
with the spray head.(Our favorite wheel cleaner for normal accumulations of brake dust.)

10403 P21S High Performance Wheel Cleaner - 5 Liter Refill

P21S GEL SPECIAL PERFORMANCE WHEEL CLEANER - PUMP
SPRAY KIT - 500 ml Bottle with Pump Spray &amp; Sponge - A sprayable thicker/stronger (gel)
wheel cleaner that sprays easily and clings to the wheel surface for incredible cleaning of heavily
soiled or neglected wheels. The thicker, pH controlled, acid free, gel formula will cling to vertical
surfaces better than the original P21S High Performance formula. Perfectly safe for all types of
wheels when not used in direct sun or on a hot wheel. Spray on a cool, dry wheel, sponge evenly
over the entire wheel surface to remove any drips or runs, allow to work for a few minutes and then
rinse off all traces with water. Heavy accumulations of brake dust residue may require gentle
scrubbing with a soft wheel brush or Blu-Velvet Microfiber Wheel Scrubber Pad before rinsing and/or
multiple cleanings. The Pump Spray Kit contains a 500 ml bottle, sponge, spray head and an
instruction booklet. (Our favorite wheel cleaner for heavy accumulations of brake dust.)

10404 P21S Gel Special Performance Wheel Cleaner - Pump Spray Kit
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P21S GEL SPECIAL PERFORMANCE WHEEL CLEANER - 1 LITER
REFILL - 1 Liter Bottle - A sprayable thicker/stronger (gel) wheel cleaner that sprays easily and
clings to the wheel surface for incredible cleaning of heavily soiled or neglected wheels. The thicker,
pH controlled, acid free, gel formula will cling to vertical surfaces better than the original P21S High
Performance formula. Perfectly safe for all types of wheels when not used in direct sun or on a hot
wheel. Spray on a cool, dry wheel, sponge evenly over the entire wheel surface to remove any drips
or runs, allow to clean for a few minutes and then rinse off all traces with water. Heavy accumulations
of brake dust residue may require gentle scrubbing with a soft wheel brush or Blu-Velvet Microfiber
Wheel Scrubber Pad before rinsing and/or multiple applications. The spray head from the kit will fit
the 1 liter bottle. (Our favorite wheel cleaner for heavy accumulations of brake dust.)

10405 P21S Gel Special Performance Wheel Cleaner - 1 Liter Refill

P21S GEL SPECIAL PERFORMANCE WHEEL CLEANER - 5 LITER
REFILL - 5 Liter Jug - A sprayable thicker/stronger (gel) wheel cleaner that sprays easily and
clings to the wheel surface for incredible cleaning of heavily soiled or neglected wheels. The thicker,
pH controlled, acid free, gel formula will cling to vertical surfaces better than the original P21S High
Performance formula. Perfectly safe for all types of wheels when not used in direct sun or on a hot
wheel. Spray on a cool, dry wheel, sponge evenly over the entire wheel surface to remove any drips
or runs, allow to clean for a few minutes and then rinse off all traces with water. Heavy accumulations
of brake dust residue may require gentle scrubbing with a soft wheel brush or Blu-Velvet Microfiber
Wheel Scrubber Pad before rinsing and/or multiple applications. The P21S Remote Spray Hose will
allow you to place the 5 liter container in the middle of the car and reach both wheels with the spray
head. (Our favorite wheel cleaner for heavy accumulations of brake dust.)

10406 P21S Gel Special Performance Wheel Cleaner - 5 Liter Refill

P21S TOTAL AUTO WASH - 1 LITER PUMP SPRAY KIT -

1 Liter Bottle with
Pump Spray - Ignore the name, P21S Total Auto Wash is a citrus based, biodegradable cleaner for
tree sap, bug spatters, bird droppings, engines, wheel wells, rocker panels, floor mats and other
grimy areas. To remove bug remains, tree sap, bird presents from your paint or wax residue from
exterior rubber/vinyl trim, spray on a soft cloth, dab the spot, let it work for a moments, dab on more,
let it work and then hose off. To clean engines, mats, wheel wells, etc., spray on, allow to clean for a
few minutes, gently brush heavily soiled areas and then rinse off with water. Leaves a sparkling clean
finish with a fresh orange scent. Will not damage paint, chrome, aluminum, rubber or plastic. Do not
use any degreaser on a hot surface. Mix one (1) cup of Total Auto Wash with one (1) gallon water
and wash your car to strip old wax and may also be diluted with more or less water for specific
cleaning projects. When used undiluted, it will help remove ink from leather. (Our favorite citrus
degreaser.)

10407 P21S Total Auto Wash - 1 Liter Pump Spray Kit

P21S TOTAL AUTO WASH - 1 LITER REFILL BOTTLE -

1 Liter Bottle - Ignore
the name, P21S Total Auto Wash is a citrus based, biodegradable cleaner for tree sap, bug spatters,
bird droppings, engines, wheel wells, rocker panels, floor mats and other grimy areas. To remove bug
remains, tree sap, bird presents from your paint or wax residue from exterior rubber/vinyl trim, spray
on a soft cloth, dab the spot, let it work for a moments, dab on more, let it work and then hose off. To
clean engines, mats, wheel wells, etc., spray on, allow to clean for a few minutes, gently brush
heavily soiled areas and then rinse off with water. Leaves the finish sparkling clean with a fresh
orange scent. Will not damage paint, chrome, aluminum, rubber or plastic. Do not use any degreaser
on a hot surface. Mix one (1) cup of Total Auto Wash with one (1) gallon water and wash your car to
strip old wax and may also be diluted with more or less water for specific cleaning projects. When
used undiluted, it will help remove ink from leather. The spray head from the kit will fit the refill bottle.
(Our favorite citrus degreaser.)

10408 P21S Total Auto Wash - 1 Liter Refill Bottle
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P21S TOTAL AUTO WASH - 5 LITER REFILL JUG -

5 Liter Jug - Ignore the
name, P21S Total Auto Wash is a citrus based, biodegradable cleaner for tree sap, bug spatters, bird
droppings, engines, wheel wells, rocker panels, floor mats and other grimy areas. To remove bug
remains, tree sap, bird presents from your paint or wax residue from exterior rubber/vinyl trim, spray
on a soft cloth, dab the spot, let it work for a moments, dab on more, let it work and then hose off. To
clean engines, mats, wheel wells, etc., spray on, allow to clean for a few minutes, gently brush
heavily soiled areas and then rinse off with water. Leaves the finish sparkling clean with a fresh
orange scent. Will not damage paint, chrome, aluminum, rubber or plastic. Do not use any degreaser
on a hot surface. Mix one (1) cup of Total Auto Wash with one (1) gallon water and wash your car to
strip old wax and may also be diluted with more or less water for specific cleaning projects. When
used undiluted, it will help remove ink from leather. The P21S Remote Spray Hose will allow you to
place the 5 liter container in the middle of the car and reach the entire engine compartment or both
wheel wells with the spray head.(Our favorite citrus degreaser.)

10409 P21S Total Auto Wash - 5 Liter Refill Jug

P21S WINDSHIELD WASH BOOSTER - 250 ML BOTTLE -

Self-measure
Bottle - Add the pre-measured amount of this powerful detergent to a gallon of your favorite washer
fluid, fill your windshield washer reservoir and streaky, film covered windshields will be a thing of the
past. Once you have tried the incredible cleaning power of Wash Booster, you will never go back to
plain old blue fluid again. One bottle boosts the cleaning power of 26 quarts of washer fluid. Do not
mix directly in the washer reservoir. Always mix the pre-measured amount of Wash Booster with a
fresh gallon of windshield washer fluid and add the mixture to the reservoir.

10414 P21S Windshield Wash Booster - 250 ml Bottle

P21S SUPER ABSORBING DRYING TOWEL WITH CASE -

15.7" x 14.5" - A
lint free, amazingly strong, biodegradable synthetic chamois that out absorbs all others, including a
natural chamois. This is the only super fast drying, non-streaking, non-spotting (even on glass)
synthetic chamois we have ever found. The 15.7" x 14.5" towel is packaged in a 6" x 3" plastic case
that fits in the glove compartment. Dry your car, wring it out and store it wet in its case. When it get
dirty, wash in a washing machine, using detergent only, and put it back in its case wet. We gave up
100% cotton towels when we found this little goodie. Our co-favorite way to dry a car.

10416 P21S Super Absorbing Drying Towel with Case

P21S MULTI-SURFACE FINISH RESTORER POLISH -

75 ml Tube - A gentle,
yet effective metal polish that brightens aluminum, magnesium, stainless steel, chrome, brass and
other tarnished metals, yet mild enough to be used on painted surfaces and to help clear clouded
plastic windows. Apply a small amount to a Blu Velvet Microfiber Applicator Pad or a soft 100%
cotton flannel cloth, rub into the surface until the shine begins to appear and then buff off with a BluVelvet Microfiber Buffing/Polishing Cloth or another soft 100% cotton flannel cloth. P21S MultiSurface buffs out easier than ordinary polishes and has no unpleasant ammonia smell. May be
combined with 3M Imperial Hand Glaze to help remove minor paint scratches or swirls. Our favorite
multi-surface polish.

10417 P21S Multi-Surface Finish Restorer Polish

P21S BODYWORK CONDITIONING SHAMPOO - 500 ML BOTTLE -

500
ml Bottle - A gentle, rich. biodegradable liquid car wash with a mild natural apple fragrance. The only
shampoo that is based upon a unique and costly blend of cosmetic industry ingredients including
wheat germ and sugar based surfactants. An almost neutral pH wash that leaves enriching emollients
in the paint. Cleans effectively while stripping minimal amounts of wax. The low foaming formula
rinses quickly and does not leave water marks like most car washes. Even the container is fully
recyclable. Use a capful in a large bucket of water for normal washing; very dirty cars may require
more. Our favorite car wash.

10420 P21S Bodywork Conditioning Shampoo - 500 ml Bottle
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P21S CONCOURS LOOK CARNAUBA WAX - 6.2 OZ JAR -

6.2 oz Jar - The
Carnauba paste wax that offers the deepest, wet-look shine available on the market. Rated # 1 by
several independent tests. Concours Look does not contain any unnecessary dyes, perfumes or
colorants. Does not chalk or leave white residue stains on rubber, plastics or matt finish paints. Apply
a thin coat of the wax over a small area (12" x 12") and immediately buff off with a Blu-Velvet
Microfiber Buffing/Polishing Cloth or a100% cotton flannel cloth. Do not allow the wax to haze over.
The depth of shine on clear and non-clear coat finishes is unmatched. Do not apply in hot sun or to
hot surfaces. Jar includes a closed cell foam applicator pad or use a Blu Velvet Microfiber Pad or
100% cotton terry applicator pad. Our co-favorite wax for a garage queen.

10425 P21S Concours Look Carnauba Wax - 6.2 oz Jar

P21S GLOSS ENHANCING PAINTWORK CLEANSER - 11.8 OZ BOTTLE

- 11.8 oz Bottle - A thick, rich, white creamy pre-wax cleaner (polish) that removes rain spots, minor
stains, contaminates, adds essential emollients back into the paint and prepares the paint for the
Concours Look Carnauba Wax. (Works equally well with any other quality Carnauba wax.) The rich
emollient oil matrix and gentle chemical cleaners make this the finest and most gentle polish
available. Should be used about twice a year for most cars. Apply a small amount to a Blu-Velvet
Microfiber Applicator Pad, soft, 100% cotton flannel cloth or a 100% cotton terry applicator pad, work
into the paint surface until it hazes and then buff out with a Blu-Velvet Microfiber Buffing/Polishing
Cloth or another soft 100% cotton flannel cloth. Polish one panel of the car and then immediately
protect the same panel with a coat of P21S Concours Look Carnauba Wax. This is our favorite
polish for gentle cleaning of swirl free finishes. If you have minor swirls or scratches, then use 3M
Imperial Hand Glaze.

10430 P21S Gloss Enhancing Paintwork Cleanser - 11.8 oz Bottle

P21S GLOSS ENHANCING PAINTWORK CLEANSER - 5 LITER JUG -

5
Liter Jug - A thick, rich, white creamy pre-wax cleaner (polish) that removes rain spots, minor stains,
contaminates, adds essential emollients back into the paint and prepares the paint for the Concours
Look Carnauba Wax. (Works equally well with any other quality Carnauba wax.) The rich emollient
oil matrix and gentle chemical cleaners make this the finest and most gentle polish available. Should
be used about twice a year for most cars. Apply a small amount to a Blu Velvet Microfiber Applicator
Pad, soft, 100% cotton flannel cloth or a 100% cotton terry applicator pad, work into the paint surface
until it hazes and then buff out with a Blu-Velvet Microfiber Buffing/Polishing Cloth or another soft
100% cotton flannel cloth. Polish one panel of the car and then immediately protect the same panel
with a coat of P21S Concours Look Carnauba Wax. This is our favorite polish for gentle cleaning of
swirl free finishes. If you have minor swirls or scratches, then use 3M Imperial Hand Glaze.

10432 P21S Gloss Enhancing Paintwork Cleanser - 5 Liter Jug

P21S METAL POLISHING SOAP - 10.6 OZ JAR -

10.6 oz Jar with Applicator
Sponge - A clay and soap based, water soluble metal polish that cleans and polishes all uncoated
metal surfaces in one easy step. Clean the area / item to be polished to remove any brake dust, dirt
or grease. Wet the enclosed sponge thoroughly, drag across the surface of the Polishing Soap a
couple of passes, then squeeze the sponge several times to raise a lather. Gently scrub the surface
with the sponge for a few seconds until the shine appears. Rinse thoroughly with water, dry and you
are done. Certain heavily soiled areas may require repeated applications. The Polishing Soap does
not contain any petroleum solvents or ammonia and leaves the treated surface with a water repellent
shine that beads water. DO NOT use on painted surfaces, clear coated or anodized metal. Great for
polished or chromed wheels, chrome bumpers, exhaust tips, running boards, diamond plate,
stainless steel, aluminum, copper, glass. The Polishing Soap is non-toxic and biodegradable.

10435 P21S Metal Polishing Soap - 10.6 oz Jar
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P21S 100% CARNAUBA WAX - 6.2 OZ JAR W/APPLICATOR -

6.2 oz Jar
with Applicator - This brand new wax breaks the carnauba barrier with a 100% carnauba-base
formula. Until now all pure carnauba-based formulations were extremely difficult to apply and remove.
The breakthrough technology employed by P21S 100% Carnauba Paste Wax means that it applies
and buffs off with incredible ease. You may apply the wax to a larger area, allow it to haze and then
buff off. The result is the absolute maximum of natural carnauba benefits featuring incredible gloss,
ultimate depth of shine and UV protection. It is easy to apply with the enclosed dual density hand grip
shaped closed-cell foam pad or use your fingers instead of a pad (your body heat helps melt the
wax). Buff out with a Blu-Velvet Microfiber Buffing/Polishing Cloth or a soft, 100% cotton flannel cloth
to reveal the deep shine. You may layer several coats (a week apart) for an even more looks like you
can dive into it deep shine. Does not chalk or leave white residue stains on rubber, plastics or matt
finish paints. (Our co-favorite wax for a garage queen).

10440 P21S 100% Carnauba Wax - 6.2 oz Jar w/Applicator

P21S CAR CARE COLLECTION WITH ACRYLIC CASE -

Includes Acrylic
Carrying Case - The P21S Car Care Collection contains a 500 ml High Performance Wheel Cleaner
with a spray head and a sponge, a 500 ml P21S Bodywork Conditioning Shampoo, a 11.8 oz P21S
Gloss Enhancing Paintwork Cleanser, a 6.2 oz Concours Look Carnauba Wax and a 100% cotton
terry applicator pad, all packaged in a clear Acrylic Carrying Case. This is our co-favorite gift for any
auto enthusiast and a great way to step up to the quality of P21S products. The value of the kit and
the quality of the products is unmatched.

10450 P21S Car Care Collection with Acrylic Case

P21S DELUXE AUTO CARE COLLECTION WITH ACRYLIC CASE Includes Acrylic Carrying Case - The P21S Deluxe Auto Care Collection contains a 500 ml Gel
Special Performance Wheel Cleaner with a spray head and a sponge, a 500 ml P21S Bodywork
Conditioning Shampoo , a P21S Gloss Enhancing Paintwork Cleanser , a 6.2 oz 100% Carnauba
Wax and the new innovative hand grip applicator pad, all packaged in a clear Acrylic Carrying Case.
This is our co-favorite gift for any auto enthusiast and a great way to step up to the quality of P21S
products. The value of the kit and the quality of the products make this a fantastic gift for any auto
enthusiast.

10455 P21S Deluxe Auto Care Collection with Acrylic Case

P21S DELUXE WAX APPLICATOR - PKG OF 2 -

Pkg of 2 - The ergonomically
designed, dual density foram wax applicator pad has finger insets on each side that allows you to
easily grip the pad for long periods of time without hand fatigue. The soft yellow bottom of the pad is
the perfect density foam to apply either wax or Paintwork Cleanser. The dense, black hand grip top
of the pad is stiff enough to grip with ease. The extra thick pad also helps keep your fingernails from
scratching paint. Each package contains two pads.

10496 P21S Deluxe Wax Applicator - Pkg of 2

P21S REMOTE SPRAY HOSE FOR 5 LITER JUG -

48" Hose for 5 Liter Refill Jug
- The 48" hose with a heavy duty pump spray head screws directly into any of the P21S 5 liter
containers and allows you to spray Wheel Cleaner or Total Auto Wash wherever you need it. A must
if you need to do some heavy duty cleaning. The 48"hose allows you to place the 5 liter container in
the middle of the car and reach both wheels or clean an entire engine compartment.

10499 P21S Remote Spray Hose for 5 liter Jug
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